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Ellena Basada
UGG Classic Mini in Chestnut

My UGGs, poking out from low-rise jeans like weather-repellent booties on a baby or cavewoman, are a technology that
give access to a feminine ideal — the place where I'm naked
and bent over; stoned and carefree. How can I reclaim what
is lost? Regretfully, The Piano Teacher's (1983) pent-up Protagonist Erika Kohut might be the only mother figure worth
rebelling against. "She wants to let loose so badly but gets
choked up by fear of judgment." A methodical slob, I am
quite determined to act tacky and unconscious of my appearance. I struggle socially "on purpose", but really, it's the
chronic social boredom. My UGGs cushion against isolation:
they are utterly utilitarian for the utterly uptight, and those
suffering from Raynaud syndrome. These four-year-old minis
are identical to the pair of pejorative high-tops I was bullied
for in middle school (or was I bullied for not having them?).
It's like they speak for themselves.
ELLENA BASADA is a writer. She is based in Berlin and working
on her first novel.
John Miller
Surge Protector

Several months ago, in the checkout line at Modulor, Berlin's
art and architectural design supply store, a bin of multi-outlet
plugs caught my eye. Designed to accommodate computers
and digital devices, they featured several USB ports in addition to regular power outlets. This immediately aroused a
Marie-Kondo-like urge in me to declutter my life — or, at the
very least, to eliminate my collection of unsightly power adaptors. However, it wasn't until much later that I ordered a stateof-the-art surge protector. It's admittedly a highly practical
accessory, but the satisfaction I felt in acquiring it was also
self-congratulatory. I felt both efficient and ahead-of-thecurve. Somehow pure. Compared to this sleek new product,
my old, beige surge protector seemed hulkingly barbaric.
How did my satisfaction relate to the consumerist logic of
planned obsolescence? Clearly, electronics manufacturers
want to offer customers the best products possible. And progress in this area is driven by engineering principles such as
Moore's Law. So, it's not completely cynical. Still, I look back
on my new surge protector's precursor and recall how this
primitive artifact once made me feel secure.
JOHN MILLERis an artist and writer based in New York and Berlin.
Eva Buchleitner
Lobmeyr Drinking Set "Alpha"

Lobmeyr's Alpha drinking glass is made of very delicate mouthblown mousseline glass, and is therefore light as a feather, yet
very robust. It was designed in the 1950s by Hans Harald Rath,
with a medieval copper cup as its inspiration. What I love most
about the design is that it is simple and minimalist, yet so
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sensual and tactile. Together with the matching carafe, I keep
it at my desk to ensure that I drink enough. Every time I lift
the glass, I am delighted by the balanced proportions, the way
it lies in my hand, the colouring and the light weight. To have
such aesthetic heft in such a common and ordinary action, so
functional — this is important to me in my own designs as well.
Besides, almost any liquid (except spirits) fits into this shape.
Whether wine, water, or even beer, this cup always seems
made to do the job. It can also withstand hot temperatures, so
tea and coffee are fair game, too.
EVA BUCHLEITNER is the designer behind EVA BLUT She lives
in Vienna.
Olamiju FalemIsin
Mission Rocket Violator HI-Lo Inline Skates

I was initially trained as a figure skater, attending lessons at the
ice rink in Alexandra Palace, a nineteenth-century glass-roofed
cultural centre atop a hill crowning a leafy public park (very
North London). But I didn't like the cold, nor the glaring fluorescent down-lighting, so I swapped my blades for wheels.
When laced correcdy, these clunky Mission inliners fit like
straitjackets for the feet, immobilising the ankles and locking
the heels. Stay with me! Cramped as this may sound, it's a security necessary to allow for hours of safe, comfortable gliding
— an uncanny act — swiping broadly from left to right, limby,
rhythmic gestures propel me forward metres at a time. My
thighs ache as I traverse smooth, wrinkled, and potholed
asphalt, concrete, pavement, gravel, grass; the wind resists my
every exertion — the higher my velocity, the quicker I cool off.
Skating is the fastest a person can travel on their own two feet.
Surely? Skates aren't vehicles, like skateboards or bicycles — it's
just you, but on wheels. (I stand six feet in mine) My most
exciting pair of shoes. I only wish they were less ugly.
OLAMIJUFAJEMISIN is a critic and editor based in Berlin.
Hou Hanru
MUJI fountain pen

The MUJI fountain pen has been the only thing that I have kept
losing, and in turn, repurchasing, for the last decade. In spite of
all the digital tools available to us today, this pen remains the
"fetish" of my everyday life. A day without it seems not to be a
real working day — barely a day lived. No NFT, no substitution to
physical artwork, can really replace an ink line drawn on a piece
of paper, even scraped. Holding the tiny and cool aluminum tube
makes me feel at peace, even with the turbulent waves of thought
in my brain. Should we be thankful for, and even pay homage to,
such a radically simple, aesthetically perfect, but also "bonmarche design by MUJI? With it, we can enjoy living in the tangible world in a time when "real things" appear to be disappearing. No nostalgia, but simply continuing to live.
HOU HANRU is writer and curator, and the Artistic Director
of MAXXI, Rome.
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